Hi everyone and welcome to the first newsletter for 2008!
So much has happened in the past few months it is hard to know where to start. But most
things are on the forum, so check out the latest threads. For those of you who are new to
our forum, welcome and we hope you are enjoying your time with us. Our membership
continues to grow at a nice pace.
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Christine’s update

You’ve no doubt, all seen the TAPS shows! Spookspotters, our Investigation Team are proud
to announce we are now a part of the TAPS affiliates family. Be sure to check out their forum
http://www.the-atlantic-paranormal-society.com/ and site if you haven’t already done so.
We have some exciting chat sessions planned for Thursday nights so if you haven’t dropped in
for a chat be sure to look at the chat roster and see what topics are being discussed when
and by who. If you would like to lead a chat session on your pet topic, please let us know!

Christine

We are always looking for new guest chattists.
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Team update
Spookspotters continues to evolve and improve with the appointment of a new Technical
Manager Chris. Chris has an IT Management background and has years of experience with
the team on investigations. In line with the Technical Management change Kells (Gremlin) has
been appointed Audio Manager and Sas has been appointed Video Manager. This new change
will distribute the workload more evenly and allow each person to specialise in a particular
field of interest. It will also allow better reporting and backup procedures which were
lacking under our previous technical manager. The Team continues to invest in new
equipment and team members have just invested in new computers, both for our base office
and notebooks for investigations, bringing our notebook count to more than five, contp3
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Site news:
Top Paranormal.
Sites list
Please drop in and vote
for your forum at
http://paranormal.topsite-list.com/
vote297.html
Lets see if we can get to
Number 1!

Suggestions or
Comments?
We’d love to hear your
ideas and feedback.
Please email your
thoughts to
contact@paranormal.com.au

New forum
portals!
We are please to announce new forum
portals following your
suggestions:
Lighten your load– for
forum games, riddles and
jokes. Stories Galore–
share your fiction, stories, urban myths and
yarns, Healing Portal–
The place to discuss and
ask for healing. Ghost
cams– see and discuss
worldwide ghost cams.
PLUS MORE !

New Banner!
You voted for a new
banner, and here it is on
the top of page 1 of this
newsletter!
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A theoretical view of multiple realities by Attila
A theoretical view of multiple realities based on studies, the human eye receives
approximately 4-billion bits of information
the interpretation of accounts
per second, yet the brain converts only
By Attila Kaldy
2 thousand of that into perceivable data. An
incredible amount of information is
www.ufosociety.com.au
therefore ‘lost in translation’. Events on a
The proposition of multiple dimensions has large scale may well be occurring around us
long been a subject among theorists. The right now, without anyone being
major issue that overshadows the concept of consciously aware of them. However, there
alternate realities is the lack of physical trace are those within our society who seem to
evidence. Dealing with an intangible subject hear and see more than the median human
as such however provides no physical matter being. Is it possible that this ‘sixth sense’ is
that can be analysed and studied under a result of the human brain converting
controlled conditions (unless someone more information into observable data –
manages a reconnaissance mission and being consciously aware of a broader
returns with the appropriate tangible proof. frequency? Even then, these privileged
Then again, who says that the laws of physics individuals must only be aware of a tiny
in another reality are identical to our own?). pigment of a much larger picture.
Let’s say that these overlaying dimensions do
exist. Would intelligence from a different
reality have the same problematic factors?
Do they also lack the physical evidence from
our world to prove that we exist? And what
is our interpretation of real? How do we
define what is real and what is not?
The experience of ‘real’ is a perception
conceived by our consciousness of what we
touch, taste, see, hear and smell in the
present – the ontology of consciousness. If
these same principles of ‘what is real’ apply
in another reality, where the law of natural
existence most likely differs to our own,
then the definition of ‘real’ becomes a
controversial term. What appears to be real
(physical) to us may not be real to them, and
vice versa. And thus the cliché ‘seeing is
believing’ becomes redundant. Let’s take the
narrow visual spectrum of the human eye as
an example. This is known as the
electromagnetic spectrum (radiation/energy
that travels along with a stream of photons).
This spectrum is often described in
frequencies and wavelengths. Alpha - Beta Gamma rays, X-rays, Ultraviolet, Infrared,
Microwaves etc are all situated in different
ranges within the spectrum. The visible
spectrum is only a minute fraction of this
range, which enables us to see on a very
narrow band. Anything that emits radiation
on a low or high frequency will be invisible
(and inaudible if below 24Hz – infrasonic
sound – or above 20kHz – ultrasonic sound).
In another assessment, according to scientific

But what of the manifestation of apparitions
and other visible phenomenon of nonexisting (physically) entities?
Because we are dealing with the possibility
of multiple realities or multiverse, is it likely
that we are misinterpreting what we are
seeing?
In countries rich in cultural and social
history, people have reported seeing
elements of the past as if viewing a movie
clip of time. Such cases involve the sighting
of cavaliers, phantom carriages, marching
regiments of a bygone era, etc. It is also
noted that these alleged ‘phantoms’ seem
unconscious of the terrified observers.
What is more bizarre is the log of sightings
of extinct animals such as thylacines,
dinosaurs and large human-like primates in
geological locations they were once native
to. It is easy to scoff at the proposition that
these elements of a lost time still exist.
Again, this comes into our perception of
what is real. If we are a part of a multiple
overlay of realities, like skins on an onion,
is it unreasonable to suggest that past and
future events exist in different phases in
individual layers? If that were the case,
then, if we were to somehow overcome
the difference in physics, would time travel
be a possibility?
Continued page 4

Psychometry Exercise by Salt Breeze
During August and September 2007 my husband and I visited several countries including Scotland and
Finland. Prior to leaving, I invited interested members to take part in a Psychometry Exercise. Those who accepted were Baggy, Catseyes, Christine, JulieD and Merrick. My idea was to bring back stones from historical
overseas locations for participants to ‘read’. I collected the stones from various places, and each stone essentially held details of its history within its energy. After collection, the stones were stored separately, and handled as little as possible, to avoid interfering with their energy, and to ensure a clean reading.
Psychometry is a process by which an item is held in the hand or placed near the forehead, and psychic impressions are received. In the case of very old items, the reader may receive ‘flashes’ of history. Such impressions
may be received either in sequence or randomly. Some people ‘see’ pictures in their mind like a movie, where
scenes and images of people are shown in detail. Others receive ‘flashes’ like a slide show, in sequence or at
random. It is common to use stones, because they capture the history and essence of their environment within
their energy. For instance, if one was to place their hands on the monoliths at Stonehenge, or even just hold a
small piece of stone from that location, one may ‘see’ or ‘feel’ some of the history of that place. Psychometry
may also be used by psychics or mediums to tune into the energy of someone for whom they are doing a reading. In that case, an item that is carried or worn regularly by the person would be used by the medium, as it
would hold current details in its energy. There are no rules regarding psychometry. The process used and results received depend on the individual.
Whilst in Scotland and Finland I collected a variety of stones from historical sites, some of which were Tantallon Castle in Scotland, Holyrood Palace and Abbey in Edinburgh and Hame Castle in Finland. The stones were
taken (with permission) from hidden places where they would have rested undisturbed through the centuries,
such as small spaces inside the walls of ruins or from secluded, untouched areas.
Everyone who took part in the exercise picked up some relevant information about locations where I obtained
the specific stones that were sent to each of them. Catseyes and Christine ‘saw’ scenes that depicted historical events and buildings, and they picked up and sensed details of relevant people from history such as Mary
Queen of Scots. Merrick ‘saw’ the grand entrance of Holyrood Palace and gave details of the large statue
there. Baggy ‘saw’ a rocky coastline, with a ruined castle on a hill, which was relevant to one of her stones that
came from the castle itself. JulieD sensed a feeling of being trapped with nowhere to go, when she held a
stone from the underground prison cell pit at Tantallon Castle ruins.

All of the great results, together with many more equally fascinating details, can be found In the Psychometry
window of the forum's Paranormal Portal. There you will also find full details of where each person’s stones
came from, and details of what each person picked up and ‘saw’ in relation to their stones. Judging by the
feedback, it seems the psychometry exercise was enjoyed by everyone who took part in it and by everyone
who followed it.
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A theoretical view of multiple realities by Attila continued
On the opposing scale of the abovementioned examples, there
are sightings of highly evolved aerial technology (futuristic) that
have been described as hologram like. Some of these reports
are accompanied by accounts of anthropomorphic life forms
that seem to be iridescent or again, hologram like.
If there are layers of realities that are phased before and after
the moment we consider as the ‘present’, would this explain
the sensations of déja vu? Is there a form of subconscious link
between two or more dimensions?
In addition we have other phenomena to consider. These are
the etheric entities (or astral entities) who seem to
acknowledge our existence in the ‘physical’ realm. They are the
remaining consciousness of the physically departed. If we
consider the concept of different realities, this ‘astral sphere’
would more than likely lay independent of those mentioned
formerly.
If these realities exist on different levels of natural law as
mentioned previously, then why is it that some are privy to
visually observe certain phenomenal events? In other words,
why does this convergence of two realities occur?
A convergence theory may seem far-fetched and be easily
dismissed because of its unpredictable nature. It is a
phenomenon that appears at random (or so we assume that to
be the case) therefore it falls outside the law of prediction
making any crucial experimental studies impossible. Giving any
form of fundamental explanation to the ingredients of such a
convergence would only be hypothetical (a stab in the dark at
best) thus ruling out the principles of prediction leaving little or
no possible opportunity for examination.
I became curious in the probability of such an intersection
when my team and I researched an old deserted facility for
studying possible paranormal activities. On a few occasions,
members of the team including myself became aware of
disturbances in the hallway. Although boarder lining noticeable,
these disturbances (occasionally in waves or mild pulses) were
translated as being a typical ‘buzzing’ of an active facility. When
these pulses peaked we could hear an overpowering voice over
others as if discussing some vital issue. Other than our small
team one can rest assured that the building was completely
empty.
This ‘buzzing’ was more clearly evidential during a
thunderstorm, which also intensified other paranormal
phenomenon such as poltergeist activity. It is a theory that
astral beings are capable of absorbing energy thus energising
themselves in a charged environment (especially during a
thunderstorm), much like ball lighting or other naturally
occurring plasma. Apparently this enhances the astral beings’
ability to interact with our environment.
In contrast to the astral entities and their behaviour in the
above conditions, the convergence of another reality that
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displays events of the past is an added rarity and is not
understood (hypothetically) as to why it may occur. There
are, however, naturally occurring phenomena that may one
day present a predictable link to the convergence theory.
Could phenomena such as naturally occurring wormholes
distort the fabric of space to a point where a convergence
of realities may be possible? How do these unstable acts of
nature occur? The initial process of a wormhole begins in
an extreme squeezed vacuum state where energy density
falls below zero. According to scientific theories,
wormholes are then formed by negative energy. In general,
the effect of negative energy bends the geometric fabric of
space.
Could certain regions on our planet lend themselves to
subterranean gravitational abnormalities that can produce
regions of squeezed vacuum measured by negative energy
within which naturally occurring wormholes may form?
Could the intersection of geomagnetic field lines (or spurts
of opposing field lines) or some natural manipulation
contribute to spawn a rip in the boundary fabric of two
realities?
The convergence is like a black hole created by a collapsed
star – we can see the effects but not the source.
If nothing else, this information offers an open view on the
subject of multiple realities and the possibility of their
existence. We shouldn’t be quick to take the view of
positivism (describes that any process that relates to
positive facts and affirmations of theories that predict
observations through orthodox scientific methods is
regarded as authentic knowledge but regards anything else
as meaningless).
If we don’t see it, it doesn’t mean that it doesn’t exist.

We must be mindful that our limitations do not dominate our
thoughts, for we tend to rule out possibilities beyond those
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ONLINE
AUCTION
Please help to support
the team & be in
FLASHCHAT Thursday 27th of March for
our second online
auction. Funds raised
help us to purchase
much needed equipment needed for investigations. Grab a
bargain. For more details see The Café.
Online Auction thread
where you can also
view items for offer
on the night!

Which will make life much easier. We also
invested in new Olympus voice recorders
and some additional camera equipment.
We have plans to building a new computer
to do the job of our current dvr, which will
increase our ability to monitor up to 8 independent station at once. A system is currently being designed by Sargent Jazza who
has become a consultant to the team this
year.
The team have some fantastic investigations
lined up for this year. We are solidly
booked up to the end of 2008 and we can’t
wait to do them and report our findings
back to you all on the forum and on our
team website at

www.spookspotters.com.au
In December the team did a course in video
editing and were proud to walk away with
completed projects.
Work still continues on our book project
and it is starting to look exciting!
We also have some other exciting projects
in the wings including a locally produced
paranormal radio show.
Woohoo!
Christine and the Team

The ideal person:

We have another
Walhalla Getaway
Weekend planned
for either Sept or Nov
2008. Be part of this
great weekend. For
more details on accommodation and tours
available see the Investigations Portal on the
forum and register your
interest n attending. This
is a family friendly location.
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Is based in Victoria/Melbourne. You are easy going, can drive to locations, willing
to work as part of a team, will sign a non-disclosure agreements. You should also
have technical skills either with video, audio, film editing etc. Or be willing to
learn these skills.
To apply:
We’d prefer your application on video! Either video camera or webcam is fine.
We want you to make it and edit it (if required) and tell us why we need you on
our team. Sound difficult? Maybe….but as part of our team you will need to have
some technical skills. So you’ll either know how to do this or be able to work it
out. If you don’t have access to a video camera, you can send us an audio
application. Please email us the link to your video to contact@paranormal.com.au
Conditions:
Our normal probation and training period and conditions apply.

See WICKED in Melbourne with
the forum group. See here for details!
Starring ANTHONY CALLEA!!
http://www.paranormal.com.au/public/index.php?
topic=4804.0

Come chat!
needed funds. Either donate a product, good or
service for us to auction or come along to the auction
night and buy a bargain!

3rd April- Spirit guides. Who are they, what do they
do...
10th April- Remote Viewing Experiment lead by
Merrick! Come and learn the art of remote viewing!
You'd be amazed at the results that ANYONE can get!

Come CHAT!
Chat is held every Thursday night from 9.30pm. It
goes for at least one hour and often longer than
that! Here is the chat roster and guest chattist for
the next few months. We’d love your ideas for
topics and guest chattists. So please let us know if
you have any ideas or would like to volunteer
yourself! Here is the link

17th April- Spooky story night...come and share your
spookiest story! Lead by Lotsakids.
24th April- Our famous one card reading night! You
never know what is going to happen on one of these
nights (or who might drop in for a chat!!), if you are a
reader bring your cards and volunteer to read, if you
want a free one card reading here is your chance!

http://www.paranormal.com.au/public/index.php?
topic=1413.0
6th March- What happened at the last investigation?
Join the team to talk about it!
13th March- UFO's with special guest chattist.
20th March- Recognising past lives... lead by
Hypnotherapist/Past Life Therapist.
27th March– Online Auction night 9.30pm. Grab a
bargain and help support the team in raising much
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Now available in our
Amazon Shop!
http://astore.amazon.com/
paranoandspoo-20/
detail/0007233221/1024554419-3437702

Free email accounts
HOTMAIL

Do you have a free
email account on your
forum membership?

More than 6 months ago we changed the terms of
service on the forum to prevent free email accounts
being used on forum memberships. This is to help
avoid ease of registration of multiple accounts to
those who would seek to cause disharmony on our
forum. Despite numerous emails, PM’s and
newsletter requests, many people have yet to
change the email address on their membership
account profiles.
We had always intended a 6 month notice of this
change and that time is well and truly up.
Therefore the following members now need to
change their accounts immediately or face log in
problems.
We will not accept free email accounts such as
gmail, hotmail, yahoo, msn or any other free email
service. We do manually check each registration
now. So you will have to use the email account
provided to you by your Internet Service Provider.
If you do not have one of these, you are able to use
your employment email address, or student email
address from a tertiary institution. If you do not
have one of these, then you must email us at
contact@paranormal.com.au to make arrangements
to keep your membership.
Aside from the ones listed there are also numerous
free email accounts from other companies too
numerous to list.
The following memberships are affected, so please
check the list to see if you are affected.
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Lukey_088
xxthaliaisabelxx
sans2012
BlackThunder87
ApacheGal
Widdershins
Crymz
jojo
azul
Karey397
Vanz
manji
mystique
kitz
stella_86
Gloria
ELOHIYA
Jacki
Naryky1980
flutterfly
Lost
kiacheese
coldspots
justbe
Jdtmac
paratours
Aries927
Ghostgirl
Jules
panwodney
SHGhostHunts
skittens
xy_dj
LiL_PebbleS
paulii

Mon
Fantaysa
Jonesy
Agent J
Scar
up-late
Dave69001
Grasper
Stumbles
ryball
weenerboy
PAFC2004
Trent1
Dante
evawtch
Myora
BLiSsFuL~*
binds_thevampires
layer
machope
Janelle_36
loveandlight
bucko
kidd
bluelite
Celeste
CoupDeGrace
crustydemon
MRUFO
Imali
Scorpiobeth
Kieran
pilleater
Janine
katelovesmetal
Josh
dell
Winchester_666
Chachi

Free email accounts
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HOTMAIL

Hotmail CONT

klr_dude
paulii
~*+JaY+*~
jen_sees_things
MrKev
4drlvr
crazybitch1973
miya
dazza
Geni-inOz
Two Feathers
Gaz
rusty
gifted
honeyb
~ANGEL~
Stormi
lyn33
megz
ANGELEYEZ
Amanda1
max
molly
snapes_desire
goldenangel
Emelie
kate
Kdestiny77
goddessraven
Beejay
fragl
KittenCaboodle
james_82au
Noob_hunter
Bright
Banshee
crystalball
mandiddy
Gillian Webster
Aurelia

shannonlee
Bradgrenous
amex
mandina_206
jlha80
SupaShoppa
southern cross
scaredstiff
rotargurl79
Double-One
searcher
shad1234
v_v
tyler
rayne-beau
maddie
Cassandra
barronnator

Yahoo

silver star
moon01
lindalost
Samsangl
RachDJ
renae
chez9500
heath
crackers
salazaroli
marbz1
rigger9119
bill
^astro

MSN
Kez
voodoo
bman
chica Linda
mikhailpreda
Snacks
daddy bear
chaser
***EbBiE***
kbabe
cyan_witch
SadSack
GaryK
guear197928
HIERO
Lady Cross
HM
proudenergy
Bandraoi
lmgull1022
Curlyk
bexta89
Ulukyluky
adgee
blackpantherindigo
Vanessa
chazzassity
soul seductive
glass
amyo
josie_25_2006
Rob
audtck
m.namasivayam
aztecglobal
b2yopp
novastart
Chthonian

Recommended
Reading:

White light

Intro to Investigating

Housewives Tarot

